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EIR Range

Exclusive Design Cooperation

ALFATHERM in an exclusive design partnership
with Tafisa introduce 3DL colours with our
pioneering EIR technology. The VIVA decors
have been developed by Tafisa with an

After hours

Apres ski

innovative vision to create a unique texture and
woodgrain structure offering an elegance and
refinement in three separate designs,
ELEGANT, RUSTIC and PLANKED EFFECT.

Casting at first light

Stargazer

Sunday brunch

Sunset cruise

Tea for two

Tete a tete

Weekend getaway

Winter fun

&

Exclusive Design Cooperation

ALFATHERM in an exclusive design cooperation
with Tafisa presents two new range of EIR wood
grain decors, perfect in combination with stock
collection of SERICA. Inspired by Teak, a noble
and timeless wood species, BRAVA creates a
lasting impression with its rich cathedral motif.

Crème de
la Crème

First Dance

FERIATM: an original look capturing the essence
of Hickory, a trusted wood known for its
lightness and durability, with its grain
characteristics and colour tones of warm
variations and inviting appearance.

Treasure Trove

Simply Gallant

Home Sweet
Home

Black Tie

New Wave

Golden Light

Brass Band

Sunday Stroll

Ganache

Night Owl

Exclusive Design Cooperation

EIR Tortona Oak

Elegant and stylish, Tortona Oak with its soft
planking, small knots and fine linear appearance
offers a new design for todays market.
The synchronised pore of the embossing
emphasises the character of this design

creating a very authentic look bringing it
closer in appearance to real wood veneer.
The Tortona Oak is an exclusive design
co-operation with Egger.

Natural

Grey

Lava

Exclusive Design Cooperation

Muted yellows and greys create
a clean, fresh and vibrant décor.

Chiffon

Soft and silky are the words that come
to mind with this décor coloured in
light muted tones.

Silk

Frosty white combined to a true
grey make for the sleek and
sophisticated combination in our
white feather design.

Feather white

The Nobella finish displays multiple planes of honed and
flowing woodgrains. It’s subtle shift in glosses create a play
of shadow and light that emphasizes the raw refined
softness of natural wood.

Nobella

Stone grey, solid and grounding,
the perfect backdrop that shows
just enough character without
stealing the stage.

Pietra

Mysterious and intense, Ombre plays
with shadow and light to create a
visual depth that begs to be seen.

Ombre

Lush and saturated colorations
amplify the wood grain of this
time honored and sought out
wood essence.

Americana

EIR Brushed Elm
Exclusive Design Cooperation

ALFATHERM’s breakthrough in-register
synchronised embossing technology sees the
introduction of this design matched to
UNIBOARD colours Skye/Driftwood/Mystic/
Zahara/Silva/Ember.
This is an elegant design with a deep brushed
rich texture matched to the grain, and the
3-dimensional nature of the laminate creates a

strong distinctive character but with natural
authentic elements that will stand the test of
time. Never before has 3D laminates (foils)
looked and felt so much line “THE REAL THING”.
Combine the brown and grey colour of this
wood grain with our SERICA colours and strike
a perfect balance between kitchen and living
room areas.

Skye

Driftwood

Mystic

Zahara

Silva

Ember

EIR Olmo Odeon
Exclusive Design Cooperation

This Elm décor is an elegant design with
beautiful small cut flowers and a well balance
layout producing a very modern appearance.
A natural look is achieved with the deep grain
synchronised embossing pore of the print
which allows this classic décor to fit in any
room in the home creating great style.
Available in a range of grey and brown

Perlescent

Stone ash

Grizzly

tones Olmo Odeon is totally inline with
today’s market trends which are demanding
strong distinctive characteristics combined
with natural authentic elements that stand
the test of time.
In combination with ALFATHERM’s SERICA
natural solid colours a harmonious blend is
achieved creating a perfect balance.

Brown

Dark

schattdecor
Exclusive Design Cooperation

Gessato Oak

This Schattdecor print has a beautiful cathedral
element at the heart of the design and the white
pore brings a distinctive characteristic to the
appearance. Alfatherm’s pioneering EIR
(Embossed–In-Register) technology once again

Gessato Oak
Light Brown

Gessato Oak
Dark Brown

Gessato Oak
Light Grey

brings a man made material closer to the look and
feel of the natural product, as close to real wood
as is realistically possible. SERICA’s collection
offers a range of options to co-ordinate these
three commercial colours in winning combinations.

Alfatherm, based in
Italy just outside Milan
is a leading
manufacturer of 2DL &
3DL thermoplastic foils
for the Global furniture
industry.
Alfatherm’s products
are created using
Italian DESIGN, STYLE
and INNOVATION and
the company is totally
committed to bring
continuous
development reflecting
the latest design trends

With over 50 years’
experience supplying
the worldwide
furniture industry
with innovative
thermoplastic foils.
MADE IN ITALY

in all markets. Their aim
is to bring market
advantage to their
customers with a range
of visionary products
providing a blend of
high quality design
with industry leading
technology.
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